
 Metric Dissonance in Brahms's Piano Trio in C Minor,
 Op. 101

 Ryan McClelland

 It is widely acknowledged that motivic development and metric
 dissonance are central aspects of Brahms's compositional
 language.1 Several recent studies have advanced the understanding
 of metric processes in complete movements by relating metric
 dissonances to formal design and to aspects of pitch structure.
 Walter Frisch has noted Brahms's propensity to deploy metric
 displacements in sonata forms at the end of the exposition and/or
 in the re transition, and to resolve these displacements at a point of
 considerable tonal significance (Frisch 1990). In the first
 movements of the trios with horn and clarinet, Peter Smith has
 observed a correlation between displaced meters and dominant
 harmonic function and the parallel deferral of metric and tonal
 resolutions until late in these movements (Smith 2001). Perhaps the
 most celebrated instance of large-scale coordination of tonal and
 metric resolution occurs in the first movement of Brahms's Second

 Symphony, where the initial upbeat figure in the low strings only
 aligns with the melody's four-measure groups in the coda.2 These
 and other studies of metric dissonance in Brahms's music focus,
 however, on individual movements without considering the
 possibility of relationships to metric processes in other movements

 1 Foundational for many subsequent writers was the essay commemorating the
 fiftieth anniversary of Brahms's death penned by Arnold Schoenberg (Schoenberg
 [1947] 1984). Despite his desire to enlist Brahms's music as an antecedent to his
 own style, Schoenberg's concepts of "developing variation" and "musical prose"
 isolated important characteristics of Brahms's musical style. A thorough extension
 of Schoenberg's approach is Frisch 1984. Also influenced by Schoenberg
 (although more by his notion of Grundgestalt rather than developing variation) are

 the analyses of Brahms's music in Epstein 1979.

 2 This transformation between the opening and the coda is observed in Epstein
 1979, 165-68 and in Brinkmann 1995, 70-72 and 120-21. Schachter 1983 also

 studies this movement, but focuses on the quality of the opening as an extended
 upbeat (to m. 44), the relationship of the opening to the start of the recapitulation,

 and the implications of the opening for the motivic and tonal design of the
 exposition.
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 2 Integral

 of the same work, even though movements within a work by
 Brahms often share melodic motives.3 This article will demonstrate

 the interrelatedness of metric processes in the second and fourth
 movements of Brahms's Piano Trio in C Minor, Op. 101, and will
 suggest that these processes are essential components of the work's
 overall dramatic shape.4
 Composed in 1886, the C minor trio is strikingly compact - its
 four movements span scarcely twenty minutes. The impression of
 concision is enhanced by the complete absence of exact repetition
 in any of the four movements, the placement of each of the four
 movements in either C minor or C major, and the work's motivic
 economy. This last feature has been noted frequendy by authors
 such as Max Kalbeck, Richard Specht and Karl Geiringer, and,
 more recendy, by Margaret Nodey.5 Although these authors differ

 3 Epstein, for example, traces the pitch component of the neighbor-note motive
 throughout the four movements of Brahms's Second Symphony (Epstein 1979,
 169-170). Similarly, Smith 1997 posits inter-movement motivic connections in the
 Piano Quintet Op. 34, the String Quartet Op. 51, No. 1, and the Horn Trio, Op.
 40. Although studies of metric dissonance have not engaged inter-movement
 relationships, mention should be made of Epstein's emphatic, but sometimes
 unconvincing, appeals for proportional tempi in many of Brahms's piano and
 orchestral works (Epstein 1990 and 1995, 258-85). Rink 1995 also proposes
 proportional tempi among the pieces of Brahms's Op. 116. Late in his essay, Rink
 mentions certain rhythmic similarities among the seven pieces of Op. 116; that a
 collection of pieces might have rhythmic-metric commonalities adds further support
 to the idea of inter-movement rhythmic-metric connections in a four-movement

 work. As additional evidence of analysts' biases towards pitch motives over
 rhythmic-metric ones, consider the arguments for unity within Op. 1 1 6 by Dunsby

 1983. Dunsby focuses on melodic motives, tonal structure, and formal design with
 little consideration of rhythmic motives or metric processes.

 Smith 2005 examines the dramatic trajectory of Op. 101 in a chapter on the
 tragic tradition of C minor in the works of Brahms and his Viennese predecessors.

 Although Smith's discussion of the trio is only a few pages long, it should be
 noted that he focuses exclusively on aspects of pitch structure, especially the
 strategic opposition of major and minor modes throughout the work (Smith 2005,
 251-54).

 5 Kalbeck's discussion of Op. 101, which begins by directly invoking organicism
 and Goethe, emphasizes connections within the first movement and between the
 first and second movements. For Kalbeck, the fundamental motivic element
 occurs at the end of the second measure of the work (D-B-F-G-Ff); see Kalbeck
 1914, 26-28. Specht notes similar relationships, but asserts the germinal role of
 measure 22 (C-B-C-D-B); see Specht 1930, 322. Geiringer's brief discussion only
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 Metric Dissonance in Brahms 3

 with one another on exactly which notes of the opening measures
 serve as the motivic basis for subsequent themes, their discussions
 focus exclusively on pitch relations. I contend that similarities in
 metric design between the second and fourth movements not only
 justify inter-movement melodic connections, but also animate these
 motivic cells. More than a network of melodic associations, these

 cells engage with meter and phrase structure and proceed through
 varying states of conflict and resolution, instability and stability,
 like tonal design, rhythmic-metric structure can give the
 impression of a narrative, but the full significance of rhythmic-
 metric narratives in tonal music has yet to be widely appreciated.6

 Presto non assai

 Of all Brahms's scherzo-type movements, the second
 movement of Op. 101 is perhaps the most experimental.7 The
 strings play with mutes throughout. As shown in Example 1, the
 overall form is the expected ternary, but neither the A nor B
 section is a rounded binary. The B section does not provide a
 typical contrast in character, as it is neither a lyrical interlude nor an
 expressive culmination. Tonally speaking, the movement gravitates
 to the minor mode, modulating to the minor dominant rather than
 to the relative major in both the A and B sections.

 notes the motivic concision of the first movement: he draws the basic pitch
 motive (B-C-D-Et) from the left hand of the piano part in measure 1; see
 Geiringer 1936, 244. Notley posits the same motivic source as Geiringer and
 focuses on intra-movement associations, but suggests several additional
 connections to middleground pitch structure; see Notley 1998, 276-77.

 6 A significant exception is the work of Harald Krebs. My use of the term
 "narrative" to characterize changes in rhythmic-metric states during a composition
 is similar to that in Krebs 1999, 84-85. Krebs, though, does not broach the issue
 of rhythmic-metric narratives that extend beyond individual movements of works.
 Three shorter studies that similarly ascribe narrative-like qualities to rhythmic-
 metric states are Richard Kurth's discussion of metric colloquy and antinomy in
 Schubert's "Unfinished" Symphony, Richard Cohn's work on the scherzo from
 Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, and Cohn's analysis of Brahms's "Von ewigerUebf
 (Kurth 1999; Cohn 1992 and 2001, 312-21).

 7 The analysis of the second movement is based on chapter 4 of my dissertation
 (McClelland 2004b). I would like to acknowledge the role of my advisor, Frank
 Samarotto, in refining this analysis.
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 4 Integral

 Example 1a. Op. 101, second movement, formal and tonal overview.

 ABA' Coda

 Measures: 1-30 31-94 95-124 125-145

 Keys: c f c c

 Example 1b. Formal and tonal structure of A andB sections.

 A (Binary with motto)

 Motto Period Motto Sentence Motto

 Measures: 1-4 4-14 14-17 17-27 27-30

 Keys: c c -» g g g^(E^c c

 B (Ternary)

 aba' link

 Measures: 31-43 43-63 63-89 89-94

 Keys: f f-»c f f->Vofc

 Yet, most enigmatic is the movement's rhythmic-metric structure.

 Unlike the metric processes found in the first movements of works
 like the horn trio, clarinet trio, and D major symphony, the end of
 the second movement of Op. 101 does not resolve the rhythmic-
 metric tension of its opening. Instead, consistent metric placement
 of the movement's primary motivic idea and periodicity of meter
 remain deadlocked. The second movement of Op. 101 maintains a
 precarious balance between these two factors: as listeners, we never

 give up on periodic meter, nor do we ever come to accept varied
 metric placement of the movement's primary motivic idea.

 For the first time in Brahms's chamber music with piano, the
 scherzo-type movement in Op. 101 is in simple duple meter.8 The

 Earlier in his oeuvre, Brahms uses simple duple meter in movements such as the
 second movement (scherzo) of the String Sextet in G Major, Op. 36 and the third
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 Metric Dissonance in Brahms 5

 choice of duple meter is highlighted by continual conflicts between
 notated downbeats and perceived downbeats on notated second
 beats. The conflict arises from a recurrent motto and a pervasive
 motive that I will refer to as the "Head motive" (see annotations in
 Example 2). The motto establishes a beginning-accented metric
 identity for the Head motive through agogic and tonal accents. The
 end-accented version in the strings in measures 2 and 3 is
 accompanimental, but it does suggest that the motive's metric
 identity may undergo development.

 This development begins in the middle of measure 4 as the
 piano takes the Head motive at its original pitch level as the basis
 for a modulating parallel period. Since the motto lasted only three-

 and-a-half measures, the subsequent statement of the Head motive
 does not occur on the downbeat of the established meter. Yet,
 formally it functions as a beginning, making a reinterpretation of its
 metric placement disconcerting. There are but two options:
 reinterpret the motive's metric identity, or reorient the metric
 structure to accommodate the motive's original, and more stable,
 metric placement. I will consider the latter alternative first.

 movement (Allegro giocoso) of the Fourth Symphony. The scherzo-type movement

 of the Violin Sonata in D Minor, Op. 108 is also in simple duple meter, and Op.
 108 was composed at the same time as Op. 101.
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 6 Integral

 Example 2, Rrahms, Op, 101 , second movement, opening (mm, 1-36),

 Temporal

 Presto noa mm! Head motive (altered to end with accent)

 wmttoi j L-r7-L ~li t--= r~7~~5
 V > m mpTia ' I Jim. "'""'■' **

 Head motive ( beginning with metric accent) accent?

 MOTTO

 ecedent Phras e

 jj^'r * rTn? < r Hj^p? »jrrr ^ rFir * ^cr]^ « ^

 Tonal accent deferred to here

 II r ^_^ "~

 O^i. r t jy , j^j , J JhJ |r 7^ ^gH^u^TJ1 If CJ^p
 MOTTO
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 Metric Dissonance in Brahms 7

 Example 2 con't.

 2 1

 2^ x

 MOTTO " LX-Ld-^T
 ^ j B section

 . / tgtUto mn atmpr* p iv • *.

 Displaced meter, triple hypenneter (from rhythmic elongation)
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 8 Integral

 Metric reorientation requires hearing downbeats at the end of
 the motto and at the beginning of the period; it demands
 perceiving consecutive beats as downbeats. In tonal music, when
 metric periodicity and a motive's metric placement are in conflict,
 metric periodicity generally prevails. In this movement, these
 conflicts frequently occur at formal junctures, and at formal
 boundaries metric structure is somewhat more malleable. Several

 aspects of this piece increase the inherent malleability of meter at
 formal divisions. Foremost among these factors is the static and
 closed temporal quality of the motto. Harmonically, the motto
 prolongs the tonic, and melodically it transfers C5 into a lower
 register. Silence and a considerable change in register separate the
 end of the motto from the start of the following music. Together
 these features weaken the continuity of the metric framework
 sufficiently to allow the return of the Head motive to mark not
 only the beginning of a rhythmic unit but also a metric one. The
 separateness of the opening measures is noted by Kalbeck, who
 compares them to a lied introduction that subsequently serves as a
 ritornello between strophes.9 This interpretation is embodied in a
 rendition of the opening of this movement by Ilona Eibenschutz, a
 pianist who studied with Clara Schumann, heard Brahms perform
 Op. 101 in Frankfurt in 1886, and had contact with the composer
 throughout the rest of his life. During a 1952 BBC interview,
 Eibenschutz gives a solo piano version of the opening thirty
 measures of the second movement of Op. 101; through differences
 in dynamics and tempo, her performance projects a structural
 separation between the motto and the following music.10

 9 In Kalbeck's description, "Er hat wie ein Lied seine eigene Introduction, die
 auch als Ritornell zwischen den strophisch geteilten Perioden verwendet wird"
 (Kalbeck 1914, 28).

 10 Eibenschutz's performance is on the collection Vupils of Clara Schumann, and has

 been reissued on the accompanying CD to Musgrave 2003. Eibenschutz plays the
 motto faster than the other music (J= 88-92 compared to J= 80-84 elsewhere);
 she holds the last note of each motto statement beyond its notated duration
 (approximately an eighth note longer); and she plays the motto statements with
 relatively little rubato and dynamic shaping compared to the other material, except

 for a ritardando in the third motto statement (and I suspect the slowing down
 occurs largely - perhaps entirely - because she ends the excerpt at this location).
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 Metric Dissonance in Brahms 9

 If one perceives a temporal disjunctive after the motto and
 asserts a new metric beginning, the antecedent phrase flows rather
 well in the displaced meter. Compare the score in Example 2
 against Example 3, which notates the melody in the displaced
 meter.

 Example 3. Melody of A section with

 displaced meter as notated meter.

 The antecedent begins with a four-chord succession (i - ii*! - Vt -
 i) that would normally fall in a strong-weak-strong-weak metric
 context. Only the C6 apex of the phrase and the local span of tonic
 harmony that it initiates reinforce the notated meter. The
 consequent phrase, however, challenges the displaced meter. At the
 start of the consequent phrase, a reharmonization of the opening
 motive delays the return to tonic harmony, deferring the tonal
 accent to a notated downbeat. The consequent phrase also places

 Antecedent

 <&^*r fJ"r * 1 1* Lf r * if trr ^Pif ^r * i
 ** apex

 Consequent , „ „
 ■Pl1-. _ .fn if r*r, if Hrf_Wir _i% L if r'Tf .»\. .. h/l fr
 <fcfc>r •^ _ .fn n f * if Ir *-*r* r*r, if Ir TPir _i% Tpf * L if Ir Tn .»\. T"Jy*)l .. x ' •^ apex apex x '

 MOTTO

 Iteienu.tion |g ^

 fj^'lf J l|J>|f T p |P V^T t IJ /J^ 1 i'lf Tpf t I
 Continuation

 22 24 26

 6

 MOTTO 4
 27 _ ^
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 10 Integral

 its melodic apex on a notated downbeat, but then repeats the Bt5
 two measures later. Although these factors do not seem sufficiently

 contradictory to induce a second metric reorientation, they qualify
 the stability promised by the earlier reorientation. Metric
 reinterpretation must occur when the motto returns in G minor, as

 shown in Example 3 by the parentheses. This reinterpretation
 results from an elision between the consequent's cadence and the
 start of the motto. Hearing a metric irregularity as the result of an
 elision is perhaps easier than hearing one as the result of a temporal
 disjuncture, but in this elision a weak beat becomes a strong beat,
 whereas an elision typically turns a hypermetrically weak measure
 into a strong one. Thus, as the period progresses, it increasingly
 resists the displaced meter.
 Although the second half of the A section is based on a

 sentence rather than period structure, its metric design resembles
 that of the first half. After the G-minor motto, one may interpret
 the Head motive as end-accented or make the metric reorientation

 shown in Example 3. The sequence at the start of the sentence
 supports the metric reorientation, but the second half of the
 sentence (like the consequent phrase) challenges that meter. Each
 sequential unit begins with a root-position chord that moves to a \
 inversion (Gmi to G*t in mm. 17-18; FmS to F*t in mm. 19-20).
 However, each subphrase is joined to the next via a 4-3 suspension
 in the violin (B> to At in m. 19; At to G in m. 21), and in the
 displaced meter the suspension falls on a weaker metric position
 than its resolution. In the second half of the sentence, the
 tonicization of El> at measure 24 includes a cadential t, which is
 metrically misplaced in Example 3. like the end of the consequent,
 the end of the sentence elides with a motto statement, necessitating
 a weak-strong metric reinterpretation at the beat level.

 Before turning to the metrically periodic hearing of the A
 section, I will consider the hypermetric structure of the metric
 reading in Example 3. Example 4 shows the hypermeter through a
 durational reduction.11

 11 Durational reduction is described in Schachter 1980, although in this article I
 will not pursue the middleground pitch reduction characteristic of most of
 Schachter's durational reductions.
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 Metric Dissonance in Brahms 11

 Example 4. Prototype for A. section based on

 preservation of motives metric identity.

 The prototype in Example 4 situates each motto statement as a
 closed four-measure unit outside of the A section's main temporal
 structure and places the beginnings of phrases on downbeats.
 Example 4 eliminates the two-measure phrase expansions in the
 period's consequent and the sentence's continuation (i.e., mm. 11-
 12 and 24-25). Hearing through these expansions to the underlying
 prototype reinforces the displaced meter. Eliminating the
 expansion in the consequent removes the repetition of that
 phrase's melodic apex, which reinforced the notated meter.
 Similarly, the expansion in the continuation results from the
 tonicization of the mediant and includes the cadential S chord.

 Therefore, hearing the A section as a sixteen-measure simple binary

 reinforces the displaced meter. The coherence of the sixteen-
 measure model argues that this melodic material is formally distinct
 from the three motto statements and supports metric
 discontinuities.

 I find maintaining Brahms's notated meter throughout the A
 section less satisfactory, but not altogether implausible. The only
 metric irregularities are hypermetric ones, resulting from the

 Measure: 1 14 n

 . - J

 Mono Motto Motto

 s 9 ; is 22 :

 Antecedent
 Mm

 0 L [jjJJ-JJ.rjjjJ ^- • -- < J_rH Hi n j j _^_ j j j j j

 l1*^ r Lr f r r r*r ' r M ^ \\j^j ^jj [f..r f r r»,p=^
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 12 Integral

 elisions at the start of the second and third motto statements. In

 Example 5a dotted lines show these weak-strong hypermetric
 reinterpretations.

 Example 5a. Prototype for A section based on metric periodicity.

 The metric structure in Example 5a exhibits continuity and a high
 degree of periodicity, but only by sacrificing the metric identity of

 the opening motive. The A section thus locks the metric identity of

 the motive and the larger metric structure in opposition to one
 another.12

 Within the A section, rich relationships exist between mottos
 and the subsequent music. When the third motto statement closes

 12 Although the expressive effect is entirely different, this conflict between
 motivic-metric identity and periodic meter is not unlike interactions discussed in

 regards to Stravinsky's (!) music. The conflict in Brahms's movement is analogous
 to Pieter van den Toorn's "double edge"; see van den loom 1987, 83-84. Van den

 Toorn emphasizes the importance of the double edge, but tends to privilege
 periodic meter; for an account of similar interactions that places more weight on
 preserving motivic-metric identity, see Horlacher 1995.

 Measure: 15 9 14 18 22 27

 : Antecedent Consequent \ Presentation (seq.) Continuation ;

 i 'v 'i

 Example 5 b. Prototype for Ay section based on metric periodicity.

 Measure 95 V* 10.1 108 112 116 121

 . Antecedent Consequent ; Presentation (seq) Continuation

 [ ry\ u ":q| i1^ LT |~j|r..r 1 I ^ |j* Ij^ "*; J ~ 'Cliff fTJ^fii ' '' ^ ,f J fl^
 I V |
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 Metric Dissonance in Brahms 13

 the A section, it continues this interpretive richness, spawning an
 ambiguity between the A and B sections (refer back to Example 2).
 Does the high C-minor chord on the second beat of measure 30
 group with the A section, the B section, or with both? After the
 first two motto statements, the Head motive sounds and asserts its

 established function as a beginning (if not of a metric unit, then at
 least of a rhythmic one). The C-minor chord in the middle of
 measure 30 is a new motivic idea and does not have an established

 formal function. Both the chord's considerable length and the
 strings' fragmentation of the Head motive to its final C suggest
 closure. It is only our recollection that the endings of previous
 motto statements served as terminal grouping boundaries that gives
 the C-minor chord any initiatory quality.

 Subsequent events engage the grouping ambiguity of the C-
 minor chord. The piano follows the high C-minor chord with a C-
 major chord, maintaining the same register, voicing and duration.
 Given the total absence of long durations in the A section, the
 juxtaposition of two chords with long (and equal) durations
 suggests that they belong to the same formal unit. Grouping the C-

 minor chord with the B section makes the B section begin with a
 four-measure group. Measures 34-43, however, establish three-
 measure groups as normative. As a result, any desire to hear the C-
 minor triad as part of the B section to preserve duple groupings
 later succumbs to the preference of hearing parallel grouping
 structures across measures 31-43. Brahms sensitizes the performer
 to this interpretation by marking the following C-major chord with

 an accent and the performance indication agitato ma sempre p.n

 13 According to Margaret Notley, Brahms made several changes in the Stichvorlage

 at the juncture between the A and B sections. First, the copyist placed the
 performance indication at the start of measure 31; Brahms corrected the
 SHchvorlage to agree with the autograph by shifting this indication to the middle of

 the measure (i.e., when the C-major chord sounds). Although no attacks occur in
 the first half of measure 31, placing the performance indication at the start of the

 measure might lead the player to inappropriately begin the agitato with the
 preceding C-minor chord. Second, in the autograph, there is no accent on the C-
 major chord; only the following chord, with its salient D!>, has an accent. Brahms
 added an accent to the C-major chord in the Stichvorlage, suggesting that he wanted
 to clarify its role as beginning the B section. For a description of the sources for
 Op. 101 see Notley 1992, 271-77.
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 14 Integral

 Because the ambiguity is eventually clarified in favor of grouping
 the chord with the preceding motto, this indirectly questions the
 temporal disjunctures after the earlier motto statements. From such

 a composer as Brahms, one expects further treatment of this
 rhythmic-metric problem when the A section returns.
 The tonal content of the A' section is essentially the same as
 that of the A section, but textural changes influence rhythmic-
 metric structure (see the annotated score in Example 6).

 Example 6. Brahms, Op. 101, second movement, Ay section (mm. 95-124).

 A' Section
 Ant-

 95 r~z~^

 ^ v^jiij m ^ l r r I r C-T f "p" *" "p" 3 rT vjp.*
 MOTTO New figuration

 ecedent Phras e

 New lit ; ^~~ f f" _ ■ . ; .f*~~ ~m^. ] i j^~~~~~Z~~k f* '. ftTf ft**f

 sequent Phras c

 103
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 Metric Dissonance in Brahms 15

 Example 6 con V.

 MOTTO '

 i c n I a t i o n (> e q u e n t i a I)

 M ^^ - -t. ^ ^ _ < ^

 (M ,>r ^rl .^r -.-rl .rV _rrl srf ^F

 ... t i n u a t i o n

 I |o

 P-klt f - T'j""! - ir^--r~j{~' ' L-l - -f - ■ - £-X - |-J - =z~*~ft' ' * F~ft=v.-- * ft T r * HA I

 ,20
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 16 Integral

 The violin presents the main melodic material, to which the cello
 responds in rhythmic canon at the time interval of one beat (i.e.,
 two quarter-notes). The Head motive begins on notated second
 beats in the violin line, but starts on notated downbeats in the cello

 counterpoint equally as often. Rather than taking away tension by
 starting gestures on notated downbeats, the cello's continual
 imitation makes explicit the conflict between first and second beats.
 In fact, it is when the cello stops imitating the violin that some
 sense of resolution emerges. This results because the
 homorhythmic moments between the violin and cello fall near
 phrase endings (e.g., mm. 101-102, 104-107, 117-118), and, as
 noted in the discussion of the A section, the later segments of the
 phrases more strongly reinforce the notated meter. The notated
 meter is particularly reinforced when the cello joins the violin to
 reinforce a melodic peak (as in the pick-up to m. 105) or a tonal
 accent (as in the pick-up to the cadential @ at m. 118). Since it is
 the violin's higher line that retains the original melody, the new
 counterpoint does not preclude hearing the A' section as
 fundamentally similar to the A section. Not only is the cello's
 counterpoint in a lower register, but its less captivating melodic
 design further facilitates hearing it as slightly subsidiary to the violin
 melody.

 More significant is the piano's new undercurrent of figuration.
 This figuration provides rhythmic activity between the end of the
 first two motto statements and the beginning of the subsequent
 phrases. This rhythmic continuity reduces the tendency to hear
 temporal disjunctures, but it also has a considerable impact on the
 conservative hearing suggested in Example 5a. Because the piano's
 figuration at the end of each motto statement shifts from eighth
 notes to triplets, the onset of the piano's figuration assumes the
 quality of a beginning. This contrasts entirely with the closure at
 the downbeat of the fourth measure of each motto statement in the

 A section. In the A' section, the fourth measure of the first two

 motto statements participates in an elision, the hypermetric
 consequences of which are shown in Example 5b. Thus, even if
 one hears the notated surface meter in the A and A' sections, one
 does not place that meter in the same hypermeter in both sections.

 After the third motto statement (mm. 121 ff), the piano has no
 triplet figuration. like the interface between the A and B sections,
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 Metric Dissonance in Brahms 17

 Brahms blurs the boundary between the A' section and the coda.
 Again, a high C-minor chord follows the motto. Eventually, the C-
 minor chord at the end of the A section seems closural rather than

 ambiguous, and this knowledge guides one's initial perception of
 the long chord at the end of the A* section. This perception is
 quickly affirmed since quarter-note motion predominates in the
 coda.

 The coda (Example 7) consists of three distinct sections: an
 eight-measure canon at the fourth between strings and piano, an
 eight-measure combination of the canon theme in augmentation in
 the piano with an elongated version of the movement's Head
 motive in the strings, and a final iteration of the four-measure
 motto. In the first eight measures of the coda, the strings and piano
 are in canon, one beat apart. The chord on the notated downbeat
 of measure 125 is sustained from the previous measure: the aural
 effect is that of a written-out fermata. The start of the string dux
 sounds like a downbeat and thus introduces a new type of
 displacement dissonance, one that shifts the downbeat location
 only by a quarter note. Rather than partaking in the canon, the bass

 line provides harmonic support that has metric consequences. The
 attacks within the bass line are inconsistent with metric accents at

 the start of melodic segments in the strings' leading melody: they
 suggest downbeats at the inception of melodic segments in the
 piano's comes. The piano part asserts an increasingly strong
 challenge to the metric structure suggested at the outset of the
 coda. Rather than resolving this conflict, the music simply stops at
 measure 132. The cues in the measures preceding this silence are so
 contradictory that the listener's sense of any meter is significantly
 undermined; thus, I consider these measures to constitute a
 dissolution of meter.

 After this metric dissolution, the Head motive returns in an

 elongated form in the strings at measure 133. The preceding silence

 reinforces the beginning-accented metric identity of the motive, as

 does the piano's augmentation of the violin line from the beginning

 of the coda. Although the piano's triplets in the A' section suggest
 hearing the Head motive as end-accented, the lengthy silence and
 piano accompaniment in the coda argue equally vigorously for the
 motive's original metric placement.
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 18 Integral

 Example 7. Op, 101 y second movement, coda (mm. 125-145).

 125 ^ ^k_^ drT^

 f ampr*. ■■ mjiuh-

 I \ I Harmonic changes nol coordinated with beginning of violin gestures

 . ^ Metric dissolution ( fraeincntation ) Head motive ( elongated )

 ^T--^^"^ TemporaJ "f===Z

 v-^-- Disjuncture /J-

 (ft *jji j i^jjj.j J,1p,u Disjuncture ii- T /J- iQ -^^ I

 dm-r^ f~i-r'?fr ?+TiLf ' l- 'Mr \ '
 H>T>cntictcr 1 2

 135

 t ^-

 At &" a ^^jlt

 3 4 12 3 4

 141 f

 Pi jJP |r fr-^IJ JJj^QlpjFjT F *l

 elision MOTTO ^ 3 g
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 Metric Dissonance in Brahms 19

 Despite the discrepancy between notated and perceived
 downbeats, measures 133-140 present a nearly symmetrical eight-
 measure unit; refer to the annotations in Example 7. The motion to
 dominant harmony and the transposition of the Head motive to
 scale degree 5 correlate with the start of the second four-measure
 group. Yet, Brahms disguises the 2 + 2 symmetry underlying each
 four-measure group by avoiding a rearticulation of the beginning of
 the Head motive's second iteration on each pitch level; instead, the
 strings seamlessly sustain the C in measure 135 and the G in
 measure 139. Asymmetry returns with the final motto statement.
 Whereas the second iteration of the Head motive on C completes
 itself in a metrically weak location before the motive begins on G,
 the second iteration of the motive on G is not allowed to complete
 itself in a metrically weak location. As in each of its other
 recurrences (with the possible exception of those in the A* section),

 the concluding motto enters early, forcing a weak-strong metric
 reinterpretation. In this way, the motto not only frames the
 movement thematically but also perpetuates its characteristic
 rhythmic-metric conflict. Even after the conclusion of the motto,
 another high C-minor triad sounds and is abruptly interrupted in
 the middle of the final measure, denying any satisfying sense of
 metric resolution. Example 8 provides a fully symmetrical
 recomposition of measures 133-145: the twelve measures divide
 precisely into 8 + 4; the binary divisions of the initial eight
 measures are not obscured by ties; and the final measure is not
 disturbed by a mid-measure attack. Example 8 is a possibility of
 resolution that we are (fortunately) denied.
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 Hxample 8. decomposition of measures 133-145 as

 symmetrical twelve-measure unit.

 Although the movement's central motivic-metric narrative
 occurs in the A sections and in the coda, the B section (mm. 31-94)
 is pivotal in making non-resolution an effective outcome for the
 movement. The B section maintains the movement's somber

 mood, thereby lessening expectation for resolution at the end of
 the movement. At the same time, the B section introduces new and

 intense rhythmic-metric instabilities; by doing so, it enables the A'
 section to provide a respite from these new instabilities, even as the

 A' section leaves the crucial metric problem of the A section
 unresolved. The B section presents what Harald Krebs terms
 subliminal dissonance: "Subliminal dissonance arises when all

 133 *■--- - -

 k |rk u *f ]> P F p I iiT ]> f >p p I I J JJ J j <g> u ]> If U | p ' ]> 'I f Lr* >p p I ^^--^ll?^ I

 'HC |rtfr i* ?rTr \*^_J)S}) '

 ^■Iti PP hi ' fnT <tim i PP ^

 \ i'\t\ i» | a - | f. *a | a - |* » \s - --

 "p.i/ .-^"Tr^ ,MOTro

 ^ ijjj. irffr > i.rrFri i^rffr y ik b

 j^ JTiiTj frrri 1 1 if i ^?ffu jj^i °
 ^
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 Metric Dissonance in Brahms 21

 musical features - accents, groupings, etc. - establish only one
 interpretive layer, while the context and the metrical notation imply
 at least one conflicting layer. The implied interpretive layer within
 such dissonances is usually the primary metrical layer, and the
 strongly articulated layer an antimetrical one."14 In the B section,
 the perceived meter is displaced one beat from the notated meter,
 and since for the most part it is only the notation itself that goes
 against the perceived meter, the full description of the type of
 metric dissonance in the B section is subliminal displacement
 dissonance. Lengthy sections with subliminal displacement
 dissonances are common in Schumann's music, but they are less
 frequent in Brahms's music; Brahms rarely allows a single type of
 metric dissonance to persist continuously throughout a large
 stretch of music.

 Measures 31-43 - the first part of the B section - present a
 discrepancy between the perceived and notated downbeats (see
 score in Example 9). The C-major chord in measure 31 sounds like
 a downbeat but is notated in the middle of the measure, and this

 event initiates the subliminal displacement dissonance of the B
 section. Brahms could have easily avoided the discrepancy between
 notated and implied meters by placing a fermata above the piano's
 C-minor chord in measure 30 rather than tying the chord into the
 following measure. Why did Brahms opt for the subliminal
 dissonance? The standard justification for subliminal dissonance is
 that it provokes a particular interpretation by the performer. Krebs,

 for instance, writes, "The performer must encourage listeners to
 join him or her in sensing a subliminal metrical dissonance instead
 of simply giving themselves over to the new and different state of

 consonance that the musical surface suggests."15

 14 Krebs 1999,46.

 15 Ibid, 47.
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 Example 9. Brahms, Op. 101 > second movement,

 start o/B section (mm. 31-47).

 Krebs demands a particularly active intervention by the performer;
 one might maintain that the notation operates on a more
 subconscious level, intuitively guiding the performer to an
 interpretation wrought with tension. In the Brahms passage, the
 pianist would project the tension inherent in the syncopated
 placement of the two long chords at the start of each three-
 measure unit. Such an effect is entirely consistent with Brahms's
 performance indication {agitato ma sempre p) - and is surely
 intended - but one might additionally link the subliminal
 dissonance of measures 31-43 with earlier events. Throughout the

 31^

 agitato ma nempre p l^ • Y.

 "" T* 2 3 ^ ^ " 3
 37 Triple hypermeter (at start and end of B section)

 V* L^i t f 1 ' * \ *- ^^^T*~lT I f t~~ I I » - I -i >i i"T IT » I - »■ ■ ^

 12 3 t S" 3
 43

 Uuplc nypcnuctcr (in mioolc of B section) * "/""• ^^ ■

 t'1' F f ■^4~?-^PJ-T^j!'7i ^J^1^1* TiTaTiiJ»1rP 7Jr^Tj^E

 I 2 3i 1 %■) v 1
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 Metric Dissonance in Brahms 23

 A section, there was recurrent tension between notated downbeats

 and perceived downbeats. Yet, there always remained factors in the
 music that questioned the perceived meter, and metric deletions
 brought perceived and notated meters back into alignment every
 few measures. The subliminal dissonance in measures 31-43 takes

 this incipient conflict to its logical extreme, elevating the rhythmic-
 metric tensions inherent since the beginning of the movement into
 the defining idea not only of the A sections, but of the entire
 movement.

 Not only are measures 31-43 subliminally dissonant, but they
 also exhibit triple hypermeter (which arises from rhythmic
 elongation). Since the B section is itself ternary, the material in
 measures 31-43 frames the B section. Subliminal displacement
 dissonance within triple hypermeter is "prolonged" during the B
 section. The middle component of the B section, which maintains
 the subliminal dissonance, reverts to duple hypermeter but is
 framed by triple hypermeter.16 The onset of A' brings a return to

 the original rhythmic-metric state, in addition to the sense of
 resolution implicit in any thematic and tonal return.

 At the end of the second movement of Op. 101, there is little
 integration of the seven-beat motto into the movement's metric
 structure. The elongated transformations of the Head motive in the
 coda do recall the long durations in the outer portions of the B
 section and place them in the context of the movement's primary
 motivic materials. The coda thus embodies previously separate
 elements, but this synthesis can hardly be considered a resolution
 of the movement's rhythmic-metric irregularities. That the ending

 of the Presto non assai is particularly distinctive was noted by at least

 one of Brahms's contemporaries. Fanny Davies, a British pianist
 and student of Clara Schumann, heard a private reading of Op. 101
 in 1887 with Brahms at the piano and Joachim and Hausmann on
 the string parts. Davies's description of the performance refers to
 the final motto statement as the "short return of mysterious flitting

 which forms the end" and recalls that it was "played without any
 suggestion of ritardandoy and the effect was deeply impressive"

 16 Peter Smith has also adapted the concept of prolongation to rhythmic-metric
 states in Smith 2001, 205.
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 (Davies 1929, 183). l7 Although Davies does not attempt to explain
 or further describe the ending's "impressive" effect, her
 recollection of the lack of ritardando suggests a conscious choice
 by Brahms and his partners to convey as vividly as possible the
 tension and instability of the motto's final return.

 Allegro molto

 The sonata- form finale of Op. 101 is the trio's other
 movement in duple meter, and it thoroughly revisits the conflict
 between notated and perceived downbeats. The conflict is hinted at
 in the opening measure of the finale, and a connection to the
 second movement is asserted through pitch associations. In
 measures 4-5 of the second movement, it was unclear whether <C,
 D, El>, D> had its strongest metric accent at the beginning (on C)
 or at the end (on D). The finale opens with <C, C, El>, D>, and it
 is again the relative metric strength of the initial C and the terminal

 D that is subsequendy called into question (Example 10). The
 violin's D, which falls on the notated downbeat, draws phenomenal
 emphasis from its longer duration, placement at the start of a slur,

 and correspondence with the entrance of low pitches in the piano
 part. Yet, hearing downbeats where they are notated introduces
 tension with the phrase's tonal rhythms. The D in measure 1 is
 tonally subsidiary to the Cs that precede and follow it, although it is
 not infrequent for a structurally subordinate harmony to have a
 stronger metric accent than the harmony it embellishes. At the end
 of the phrase, however, the notated meter places harmonic arrivals
 on second beats and prolongs these harmonies across notated
 downbeats. This conflict is most acute when the phrase's melodic
 and tonal conclusion falls on the second beat of measure 8, and

 17 Davies's 1929 essay is reprinted in full in Bozarth 2003. Bozarth compares
 Davies's essay with Davies's score of Op. 101, finding a high degree of
 consistency between ideas expressed in the essay and specific annotations in her
 score. In a table appended to his essay, Bozarth transcribes all of the annotations
 from Davies's score; there is only one annotation to the coda of the second
 movement of Op. 101. At measure 133, the return of the Head motive in
 augmentation, Davies wrote "Requiemisch!" Although the score does not
 document the avoidance of ritardando at the end of the movement, the detailed
 annotations elsewhere in the score reveal Davies's earnest desire to remember

 accurately Brahms's rendition of Op. 101.
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 Example 10. Brahms, Op. 101, fourth movement, opening (mm. 1-11).

 this G harmony is then prolonged for four measures. Brahms
 weakens the presentation of the tonal goal by withholding the bass
 note until the downbeat of measure 9 and by using eighth-note
 durations at the end of measure 8 that recall the second-beat

 figures characteristic of the opening phrase. An analogous, though
 slightly less jarring, event already occurred in the middle of measure
 6, which begins with an augmented sixth chord that prepares the
 dominant of G. The G-minor harmony on the second beat of the
 measure stands for a S chord on D, the bass of which only arrives

 at the downbeat of the following measure.

 The rhythmic-metric structure resists the tonal arrival at the
 end of the opening phrase, and this noncongruence of tonal
 structure and notated meter is more thematic than any individual
 intervallic cell in the opening phrase. The movement explores this
 noncongruence both in returns of this thematic material and in the
 "contrasting" thematic material. As this movement is the finale, the

 conflict is resolved definitively, unlike the festering instability of the

 second movement. The path to resolution, though, is difficult: the
 notated meter is seriously challenged - the second theme, much of

 Allcgromoho c vs p

 Allegro molto «. -.

 ,ft,fr,lt,,f,.|f,,fr,|P '"'" Allegro molto «. f -. |f f,l|jnjj| '"'" W W W W W

 " ;~tarmony ^^^ FT* f t""n°Oy \i

 r|1 ii4 changes before M W W "w ' changes before^ $!
 33 • ««s»"Tives §3 " ' " bassairives #.
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 the development section, and most of the coda present subliminal
 displacement dissonance - until the notated meter is unequivocally
 restored in the work's closing seconds. I will trace this rhythmic-
 metric narrative in detail below, but I first sketch the movement's

 metric dissonance in Example 11 along with the movement's
 formal and tonal structures to provide some context for the
 detailed commentary. Before continuing with a discussion of the
 movement's metric narrative, though, a few preliminary comments
 on formal design are in order.

 The finale is in sonata form, but its exposition does not exhibit
 the clear demarcation of first theme, transition, second theme, and

 closing theme characteristic of nineteenth-century sonata
 movements - including most of Brahms's. The formal overview in
 Example 11 shows a tripartite expositional structure resulting from

 a fusion of the first theme and transition, a type of structure
 commonly found in recapitulations but not expositions.

 Example 11. Op. 101, fourth movement, formal, tonal,
 and rhythmic-metric overview.

 Kxpowtion Development
 P"^T S K(S) (rerransition;

 Measures: 1-33 34-66 66-84 84-113 113-123

 Keys: c Bb-»g g g->c->c -> set). ->V/C

 Metric diss.: ton a! rhythm subliminal return of subliminal return of
 frequently at displacement notatcd meter displacement notated meter
 odds with dissonance (u'ith henuola) dissonance
 notated meter

 Recapitulation Coda
 P">T S K(S) Phnsel Phrase II
 124-144 144-176 176-190 190-228 228-256
 c l'j>->c c • C C.
 tonal rhythm subliminal return of subliminal return of

 frequently at displacement notated meter displacement notated meter
 odds with dissonance (with hemiola) dissonance (only in final 4
 notatcd meter measures!)
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 The tonal goal of measures 1-33 is the dominant, a possible but not
 expected goal for the end of a transition (especially in nineteenth-
 century sonata movements). Also unusual is the prominent role
 this harmony plays in the opening phrase of the second theme and
 the rivalry between Bl» major and G minor throughout the second
 theme. Ultimately, G minor prevails, which gives the exposition the
 same motion from C minor to G minor traversed during the A
 section of the second movement, enhancing the motivic and metric

 links between these movements. Although a perfect authentic
 cadence marks the end of the second theme, the closing theme is
 based entirely on elements of the second theme; when a closing
 theme draws on material from earlier in the exposition, it nearly
 always develops ideas from the first theme, or possibly the
 transition, rather than the second theme.18 This movement thus has

 many elements of a continuous exposition, and the formal
 continuity of the exposition promotes - and is promoted by - the
 metric narrative I describe below.19 The development section is
 relatively short and, like the B section of the second movement,
 remains almost entirely within minor keys. The recapitulation
 follows Brahms's typical practice of compressing the first theme
 slightly, presenting a transposed but otherwise unaltered statement
 of the second theme, and returning the closing theme with only
 minor modifications. The coda, which spans nearly one-quarter of
 the movement but consists of just two expansive phrases, provides
 tonal, rhythmic-metric, and expressive resolution for not only the
 finale but the entire trio.

 Returning to the movement's metric narrative, I will present in
 detail the metric progression within the exposition: the struggle
 between notated and perceived meters in the first theme, the
 transformation of this overt conflict into subliminal dissonance in

 the second theme, and the provisional but ultimately withdrawn
 resolution of this conflict in the closing theme. The first theme area

 arises from several varied and transposed repetitions of the

 18 This thematic derivation is what the notation K(S) designates in Example 1 1 .
 This labeling system comes from LaRue 1992, 155.

 19 For a description of "continuous exposition design" see Hepokoski and Darcy
 1997,118-20.
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 opening phrase's closing gesture that culminate with a transformed
 return of the opening at measure 21 (Example 12).

 Example 12. Brahms, Op. 101 , fourth movement, measures 18-37.

 >- |S3""i • *£ /mare. ' ^W

 PfT '* - -
 24

 29 t ^ • ? "

 .^. cf. metric placement in m. 28 g;~ -. ^^dissolution

 "^Ifl 4^*! ^* ^ -1 f - - L-- I J J I * I jrjir:
 ? ? ? i 5 3 3'

 *» ^ S theme

 5 subliminal displacement dissonance (no elements support tne • nutated meter)
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 Metric Dissonance in Brahms 29

 The return does not give the D any of its former phenomenal
 emphases; in fact, the long chord in measures 20-21 - especially if
 it is slightly lengthened in performance - imbues the following C-
 minor harmony with metric strength. The theme regains its
 footing, though, in measure 24 as the piano presents the material
 from measure 3 with its original, sustained durations. The
 subsequent staccato eighth notes are more easily heard in the
 notated meter than they were four measures earlier. A tonal
 departure from the opening phrase occurs at measure 27 where the
 "correct" augmented sixth chord enters. Unlike the augmented
 sixth chord of measure 7 that led to a premature cadence in the key
 of the dominant, the augmented sixth chord of measure 27 leads to

 a prolongation of the home dominant. During this span, the
 thematic material fragments, and these fragments appear in varying
 metric placements. The first repetition of the <G, F, D> comes a
 beat too soon: the repetition begins on the second beat of measure
 29, sounding at the same time as the upbeat eighth notes, rather
 than after them. Only the pianist "gets it wrong": the strings re-
 enter in measure 30, exactly two measures after their previous
 entrance. But the pianist does not recover, inserting rests within the

 <G, F, D> figure and deploying the "upbeat" eighth-note figure
 both on second beats and on downbeats. The fragmentation of
 thematic material during the dominant prolongation undermines
 the listener's sense of any meter, as neither the first nor the second

 beat ever prevails as a possible downbeat; this passage - like the
 one in the coda of the second movement - is an instance of metric

 dissolution.

 With the metric slate wiped clean by this metric dissolution,
 Brahms launches the second theme, its broad harmonic changes
 suggesting a 8 meter (albeit one that places downbeats at notated
 second beats). As no elements support the notated meter, the
 passage in measures 34-49 constitutes subliminal dissonance; as in
 the middle section of the second movement, the subliminal
 dissonance persists for an uncharacteristically long time for
 Brahms. Although this passage does not make explicit its conflict
 between notated and perceived meters, its tonal structure does
 provide an equivalently unsettling effect. It begins with a G major
 chord that functions as a dominant harmony in C minor,
 incorporates cadences on Bl> major, and ends with a static
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 diminished seventh chord that points towards G minor. The
 initially disturbing move to the diminished seventh chord of G
 minor in measures 48-49 turns out to be indicative of the eventual

 tonal goal. The music from measures 49-66 vacillates between Bt
 major and G minor, only settling on G minor in the measure
 before the cadence at measure 66; even there, it is the piano's
 reharmonization of the parallel sixths in the strings that is solely
 responsible for achieving cadential closure in G minor (Example
 13).

 Example 13. Brahms, Op. 101 , fourth movement, S-Kjuncture

 (mm. 62-68).

 As the music finds its tonal bearings, it also finds its metrical
 bearings. Although measures 49-66 begin with metric ambiguity,
 notated and perceived downbeats coincide in the approach to
 measure 66. Instrumental in the reinforcement of notated

 downbeats is the appearance of a melodic idea that groups eighth
 notes duply. First introduced in measures 54-55 and repeated in
 measures 62-63, these grouping dissonances actually have a
 stabilizing function. While they do grate against the inherent
 groupings in S meter, they at last remove the conflict between

 62 duple grouping of eighth notes supports notated meter -,->,- ,

 m \ £ # * initiates cadence in g

 66 ^^__^K theme (based on S)
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 Metxic Dissonance in Brahms 31

 notated and perceived downbeats. Brahms reinforces the arrival on
 G minor through a closing section that provides the most
 metrically consonant music thus far in the movement - a metric
 resolution that can only be taken as provisional since it
 accompanies the shift away from the tonic key area.20

 The development section generally avoids metric consonance,
 either through subliminal displacement dissonance or through
 abrupt interruptions of the musical flow. The start of the
 development section immediately returns to subliminal dissonance,
 an effect that is carefully prepared by the preceding music. In the
 closing material of the exposition, G minor harmonies mark
 important downbeats (mm. 66, 70, 74, 80). These arrivals and the
 melodic parallelism of the intervening measures establish a four-
 measure hypermeter; the lack of arrival at measure 78 results from

 a deceptive motion that extends the phrase for two additional
 measures but does not disrupt the underlying hypermeter. One
 thus expects another tonal arrival at the downbeat of measure 84,
 but Brahms delays this G minor chord by one beat (Example 14).

 Example 14. Brahms, Op. 101 , fourth movement,

 start of development (mm. 82-91).

 20 In a study of Brahms 's Capriccio in C Major, Op. 76, No. 8, I note similarly
 how the first use of metric consonance (in that instance i meter) accompanies the
 shift away from the initial tonic key (in that piece to E minor). See McClelland
 2004a, 86.

 *\ . "fcrmata" Tempo! Development section

 )f*

 gg ^
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 The diminuendo in measures 82-84 and the deceleration in surface

 rhythm make the one-beat delay seem like a written-out fermata.
 The arrival of G minor and change in thematic material make the
 second beat of measure 84 a convincing downbeat. The thematic
 material at measure 84 comes from measures 21-23, the marcato
 restatement of the movement's opening that had exerted forces
 against the notated downbeats. Unlike in the exposition, the
 thematic restatement does not continue: instead, it is juxtaposed
 with material drawn from the start of the second theme area, the
 portion of the exposition that fully expressed subliminal
 dissonance. Only at measure 102 does the thematic restatement
 continue with the sustained chords from measures 3-4. In the

 development these chords again exert their ability to right the
 metric structure, now in a context of thematic liquidation and tonal

 remoteness. Brahms isolates the first two chords, passing them
 between the strings and piano in a descending chromatic sequence
 (Example 15).

 Example 15. Brahms, Op. 101, fourth movement,

 middle of development (mm. 106-112).

 '^, thematic liquidation

 ff  '* trtw.

 The barrenness of the rhythmic landscape seems to suggest that
 despite the richness of the movement's rhythmic surface, the
 essential core of the movement can be encapsulated in two dotted
 quarter notes; the conflict between notated and perceived
 downbeats that I contend is the defining feature of the movement
 can be represented in this rhythm. This significance, of course,
 does not negate the role that the thematic and rhythmic liquidation
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 and the tonal remoteness of measures 107-112 play as a dramatic
 respite before the onset of the recapitulation.21

 An extended prolongation of the dominant of C minor begins
 at measure 113, and this retransition initially continues the metric
 framework of the preceding music, even as it gradually
 reincorporates the eighth-note motive from the movement's
 opening in a seeming move to solidify a metrically consonant state
 for the recapitulation (Example 16).

 Example 16. Brahms, Op. 101, fourth movement y end of

 development (mm. 117-123).

 21 Measures 107-112 are similar in origin and in effect to the alternating chords in

 the development section of the first movement of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony
 (mm. 196-227). The hypermeter of that development section has been discussed
 by Heinrich Schenker, Andrew Imbrie, and Justin London (see Schenker [1921-23]

 2004, issue 1, esp. 28 and issue 5, esp. 190-91; Imbrie 1973, esp. 61-65; London
 2004, esp. 94-95).

 L7 |

 v ~i ~j ^ l -.4 r i,J. ^ J J. ~

 ^^f ft _f jr jf i
 1 20 opening motive starts on C but fails to precipitate recapitulation
 ifc^jjij | trgrrrrj^M^»_ i i,.ir r ^ ■ f f P - - -^ recapitulation

 ( silence! / ,^f^ *^ if"

 ^_^- - ^^C as bass note, but no structural C -minor triad
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 The musical fabric, however, is severed at measure 120 by an
 unexpected silence rather than tonal resolution. On the second beat
 of this measure, weak tonal resolution is obtained but the
 recapitulation of the opening theme is withheld for four additional
 measures. The sonority on the second beat of measure 120 is an
 A \> -major chord in first inversion; the bass provides the expected C
 but the upper parts present a first-inversion rather than root-
 position sonority.22 The propagation of the eighth-note motive into
 a sweeping arpeggio directs measures 120-123 towards the thematic
 recapitulation of measure 124, despite the presence of C as the bass
 note in measures 120-123. The recapitulation in this movement
 presents Brahms with a compositional challenge: bringing back the
 movement's opening immediately after an extended dominant
 prolongation would have a poor effect, given the lack of root-
 position harmonic support for the opening's C/Et figure as well as
 its placement on a second beat. Brahms's solution is to splinter the
 musical fabric and insert four measures of music that in some way
 resolve the dominant harmony but also point towards the thematic
 recapitulation. These four measures signal the return of interplay
 between notated and perceived downbeats through their various
 placements of the C-C-Ek motive as well as through the temporal
 disjunctive at the start of the insertion.

 As is typical for Brahms, the recapitulation condenses the first

 theme area slightly but subsequently retraces the path of the
 exposition; thus, metric consonance is deferred until the closing
 theme. As in the exposition, the closing theme's final return to
 tonic harmony is delayed; the effect of the one-beat delay of tonic

 harmony in measure 190 is heightened by the shift into the parallel
 major. The trio at last breaks through into the tonic major - a
 possibility dangled (and quickly revoked) in the recapitulation of
 the second theme in the first movement and subsequendy offered
 in the work's slow movement.

 The coda once again traces the path from metric dissonance to

 consonance, but now in the context of tonal stability and in a way

 22 This type of disjunctive between bass note and chordal sonority is thoroughly
 explored in Smith 1997. Another instance of a first-inversion At-major chord
 substituting for a root-position C minor triad (and one discussed at length in
 Smith 1997) is the opening of the scherzo from Brahms's Piano Quintet, Op. 34.
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 that does not undercut the arrival of metric consonance. Beginning
 in the middle of measure 190 with a strong metric accent, the coda
 opens with an espressivo major-mode transformation of the first
 theme that stabilizes the displaced meter (Example 17).

 Example 17. Brahms, Op. 101 .fourth movement,

 start of coda (mm. 190-196).

 Even though the notation does not privilege the displaced meter,
 all musical factors now point towards downbeats at notated second
 beats; previously this had only been the case at the start of the
 tonally unstable second theme material. In the coda's
 transformation of the opening theme, it is no longer just the
 cadential arrivals that vigorously strain against the notated meter;
 already in the third measure of the coda, the stunning Bl>-major
 harmony gives a second beat the quality of a downbeat. At a larger
 level, the phrase boundaries and the passing of melodies between
 violin and cello reinforce only the displaced meter. The lengthy
 coda incorporates nearly all of the movement's thematic material: it

 begins with the first theme, presents the melody from the middle
 of the second theme (the "meno mosso" material) in measures
 198-202, and recalls the sustained string lines and piano figuration
 from the start of the second theme in measures 213-228. In the

 middle of measure 228, the coda finally - after nearly forty
 measures - achieves its first perfect authentic cadence in C major.
 Thus far, the coda seems to be stabilizing the "wrong" metric
 configuration - displaced § meter.

 190 I $Bn ' \ I \ | ■ )|
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 The phrase that begins in measure 228 constitutes the
 movement's last phrase, and its cadence is achieved only after some
 thirty measures (Example 18). This final phrase presents the most
 explicit metric dissonance of the movment, and ultimately thrusts
 the music back into the notated meter. The start of the phrase
 strongly confirms the displaced meter with striking chord changes
 in the middle of every second measure; the phrase's first three
 harmonies are C major, A major, and Dl> major! Brahms
 dramatically halts the musical motion on two occasions (m. 242
 and m. 245), where a diminished seventh chord breaks off a
 passage of extraordinary metric dissonance. In the measure leading
 up to each diminished seventh chord, the left hand of the piano
 part and the strings are in a canon at the time interval of one eighth
 note (see the annotations dux 1, comes 1, dux 2, and comes 2 in
 Example 18). The canonic melody moves entirely in quarter notes.
 The hemiola created by the left hand of the piano part reinforces
 the displaced meter, while the hemiola in the violin and cello
 reinforces the notated meter. Since both melodies arrive

 simultaneously on the diminished seventh chord, the canon must
 eventually break; either the dux must wait an eighth note or the
 comes must skip an eighth note. Brahms opts for the latter solution.

 Thus, even though the strings' hemiola is more prominent, it
 ultimately yields to the metric structure of the piano's left hand.
 These hemiolas in the strings are the first indication in the coda
 that the notated meter will reemerge. When the phrase resumes
 after the second interruption with a final statement of the opening

 theme, the music is still in the displaced meter. Although the
 quarter-note Ds in the strings at measures 247-50 are emphasized
 through their duration, they are consistently harmonized by
 embellishing chords; second beats are harmonized by t chords that
 repeatedly attempt to initiate a final cadence. When the S chord
 returns for the third time on the second beat of measure 250, it is

 expanded, and this expansion incorporates the hemiola figures
 from measures 240-245. In measure 252, the canon occurs between
 the pianist's two hands, and this time the hemiola in dux 3
 reinforces the notated meter. Thus, when comes 3 is truncated by an
 eighth note at the end of the measure, it accommodates the notated

 meter. The string parts are melodically independent, but they play
 homorhythmically with dux 3, further asserting the primacy of the
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 Example 18. Brahms, Op. 101 , fourth movement, end of coda

 (mm. 226-256).
 226-
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 notated meter. As was the case in the dosing material of the
 exposition and recapitulation, a rhythmic dissonance - the
 hemiola - serves to resolve the conflict between notated and

 displaced meters.
 The resolution of the metric dissonance in the last movement

 of Op. 101 comes unusually near the end of the movement. All
 that follows are the chords of the concluding cadence. The sudden
 return to the movement's primary metric consonance and the lack
 of music following this resolution bring this extraordinarily
 compact work to an appropriate conclusion.

 In positing inter-movement rhythmic-metric connections
 within Op. 101, I do not intend to suggest that this is a general
 principle in all of Brahms's multi-movement works. Instead, my
 goal has been to propose the operation of these relationships as a
 meaningful perspective on the structural and expressive features of
 the C minor trio, leaving it for further research to determine the
 extent of inter-movement rhythmic-metric connections in
 Brahms's music. In closing, though, I will comment briefly on how
 the third movement of Op. 101 might relate to the rhythmic-metric
 narrative explored above. The ternary-form third movement is
 famous for its alternations of measures of different lengths. The A
 sections proceed almost entirely in seven-beat units, which are
 notated as a I measure followed by a pair of I measures (Example
 19).

 Example 19. Brahms, Op. 101, third movement, opening (mm. 1-6).

 Although the movement functions expressively as a release after
 the shadowy second movement and a calm before the unsetded

 finale, it sustains the trio's thread of metric complexity. More

 Andante grazioio
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 specifically, though, the way one hears the opening of the slow
 movement may be conditioned by the experience of the preceding
 movement. In the second movement, metric and/or hypermetric
 periodicity and maintaining a beginning-accented metric placement
 of the primary motivic idea are in conflict. In my interpretation of
 the movement, the desire to preserve consistent metric placement
 frequently overrides a preference for metric and/or hypermetric
 periodicity. The lack of continuously periodic meter in the second
 movement facilitates hearing the downbeats of the first and fourth
 measures of the third movement as metrically accented due to their
 similar content and analogous initiatory functions, even before one

 comes to recognize the broader seven-beat periodicity. When this
 opening phrase returns, it is expanded by a single I measure, yet the
 metric structure of the repeated phrase is immediately clear because
 of its motivic construction; the linkage of motives with a fixed
 metric identity trumps the entrainment of seven-beat spans
 (Example 20). Across the final three movements, there are
 intriguing elements of metric discontinuity that are thematized and
 are integral to the overall structure of the trio.

 Example 20. Brahms, Op. 101, third movement, return of opening

 phrase (mm. 20-27).

 Op. 101 demonstrates the narrative-like function that
 rhythm and meter can assume in a composition, a function
 routinely assigned to tonal elements. Given the general lack of
 extra-musical signification in Brahms's instrumental music,
 pursuing purely musical narratives is critical to deepening our
 understanding of the expressive trajectories of these pieces and
 opening up avenues for shaping performance interpretations.

 20 ^ ^ ^
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